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Abolitionista! Sep 19 2021 Abolitionista! is an innovative educational
tool that responsibly educates young people about human trafficking
and empowers them to protect themselves. The FBI estimates that as
many as 300,000 young people are trafficked every year, and their
average age is 12. The goal of this comic book is to reach children
before they can be victimized, with prevention strategies that they
will be able to use for the rest of their lives. Experts say that an
educated child is the most practical and immediate deterrent to child
sex trafficking. This comic book was carefully designed with the help
of FBI victims specialists and other experts to teach children to: (1)
identify recruitment conversations, (2) effectively deal with
predators, and (3) know who they can go to for help.
Cursed Mar 26 2022 Look out for the original series starring
Katherine Langford coming soon to Netflix! The Lady of the Lake is the
true hero in this cinematic twist on the tale of King Arthur created
by Thomas Wheeler and legendary artist, producer, and director Frank
Miller (300, Batman: The Dark Knight Returns, Sin City). Featuring 8
full-color and 30 black-and-white pieces of original artwork by Frank
Miller. Whosoever wields the Sword of Power shall be the one true
King. But what if the Sword has chosen a Queen? Nimue grew up an
outcast. Her connection to dark magic made her something to be feared
in her Druid village, and that made her desperate to leave… That is,
until her entire village is slaughtered by Red Paladins, and Nimue’s
fate is forever altered. Charged by her dying mother to reunite an
ancient sword with a legendary sorcerer, Nimue is now her people’s
only hope. Her mission leaves little room for revenge, but the growing
power within her can think of little else. Nimue teams up with a

charming mercenary named Arthur and refugee Fey Folk from across
England. She wields a sword meant for the one true king, battling
paladins and the armies of a corrupt king. She struggles to unite her
people, avenge her family, and discover the truth about her destiny.
But perhaps the one thing that can change Destiny itself is found at
the edge of a blade.
Noble Vol. 1 Mar 14 2021 Astronaut David Powell was one of the team
of five astronauts who took on the suicide mission of destroying the
Icarus2 asteroid before it could collide with Earth and annihilate all
life on the planet. The team succeeded, but as a result of the
explosion, David gained the ability of telekinesis, the means of
moving matter with one’s mind. David also lost his memories. Now back
on Earth, David is traveling throughout the world, taking on different
identities and jobs, helping people while his powers grow. Fighting to
stay alive and out of the reach of the Foresight Corporation and its
CEO, Lorena Payan. Hoping to one day remember his life, his name, and
the mysterious woman and young boy in his memory flashes. His wife and
son. David’s wife, Astrid Allen-Powell, has been receiving secret
messages from an informant within Foresight, confirming David is
alive. Astrid is now on a mission: to get her husband back. To put her
family back together. Astrid Allen-Powell is much more than most
people realize, and she will use every skill and weapon in her arsenal
to get back the man she loves. The first series of the Catalyst Prime
superhero universe is collected, with art by series regular Roger
Robinson and Jamal Igle (Supergirl, Black).
The Forest Aug 19 2021 A gorgeous, ghostly, and silent graphic
novella from the modern scratchboard master.
Even Robots Aren't Perfect! Apr 26 2022 In three stories, best
friends Red Robot and Blue Robot learn about how sometimes they can
make mistakes or say the wrong things yet still be friends with each
other.
Lost in the Wash May 16 2021 "I'm a ghost. I haunt a laundromat. Know
who empties the quarters? A ghost. Know who cleans the lint traps? A
ghost. Who else would do it?"-- Page [4] of cover.
High Crimes Jan 30 2020 People die every year on Mount Everest. This
year will be murder. Zan Jensen is on the run from her past. For now,
she works as a climbing guide for rich tourists in Kathmandu. And on
the side, she and her partner Haskell moonlight as high-altitude
graverobbers, extorting money from the families of the many dead
bodies that litter the peaks of the Himalayas. But when a body shows
up at the summit of Mount Everest with a jackpot of state secrets
embedded in its skin, they're put in the crosshairs of a government
agency bent on recovering the bodyÑand eliminating any witnesses.
Collecting the two-time Eisner-nominated comic by CHRISTOPHER SEBELA
(CROWDED, SHANGHAI RED, We(l)come Back) and artist IBRAHIM MOUSTAFA
(Jaeger, Mother Panic, James Bond), HIGH CRIMES is a high-altitude

noir that's been called "the perfect thriller, with big stakes,
damaged characters, dark pasts, and just the right ratio of humor-tocorpses" by CHELSEA CAIN, the New York Times bestselling author of the
Archie Sheridan and Gretchen Lowell series.
Primer Jul 18 2021 Artistry and super-heroics collide ain this new
superhero story! Thirteen-year-old Ashley Rayburn is an upbeat girl
with a decidedly downbeat past. With a father in prison, Ashley has
bounced from foster home to foster home and represents a real
challenge to the social workers who try to help her--not because she's
inherently bad, but because trouble always seems to find her. Things
start looking up for Ashley when she finds new, loving parents, a best
friend, and an outlet for her creative skills. But her life quickly
gets more complicated when she also finds a suitcase full of specially
enhanced body paints, changing her from artist to the world's newest
superhero. It's the greatest thing to happen in her life so far, until
Ashley finds herself pursued by a government agency that wants those
paints back! Now she has to make hard choices to protect her new
parents and learn what it truly means to be a family. From writers
Jennifer Muro (Star Wars: Forces of Destiny) and Thomas Krajewski
(Netflix's Buddy Thunderstruck) and artist Gretel Lusky comes a brandnew superhero for the DC Universe in a story that is alternately fun,
dramatic, emotional, and uplifting.
Cinema Panopticum Jan 12 2021 Five interlinked horror tales, told in
the form of a graphic novel, follow a young girl into a booth at an
amusement park called "Cinema Panopticum," an attraction that
introduces her to four chilling nightmarish worlds in "The Prophet,"
"The Wonderpill," "La Lucha," and "The Hotel." Mature.
Soon - Volume 1 Jan 24 2022 2150. The world has changed
significantly. Damage caused by climate change and the resurgence of
certain deadly diseases have drastically reduced the world's
population. Nature has taken back control and the survivors are spread
out over different urban zones. Simone, 50, is an astronaut who has
been in training for a controversial one-way space mission. Simone
will have to leave her son Youri forever. Before they say goodbye,
Simone asks Youri to travel with her to the seven urban zones.
Thomas Girtin Jun 24 2019 The untold story of JMW Turner's friend and
greatest rival, pioneering watercolor artist Thomas Girtin Part
historical narrative, part modern fiction, this book consists of two
interlinked stories: The first focuses on the 18th-century painter
Thomas Girtin and his relationship with his friend and rival J.M.W.
Turner; the second tells the tale of three amateur artists in the
present day, united by a shared interest in Girtin's art. Using this
dual narrative to draw parallels between two eras of rapid
technological advancement and sociopolitical turbulence, Oscar
Zárate's long-awaited new graphic novel restores to modern eyes this
unjustly forgotten figure, whose work has been almost ignored despite

his huge influence in British painting. At the time of death, aged
just 27, Girtin had already established himself as a pioneer and a
master: His expressionist approach was a significant turning point in
the British watercolor tradition. But the brevity of his career,
coupled with his chosen medium (compared to oils, watercolors were a
humbler and less easily exhibited form) meant that his work came to be
overshadowed by that of Turner. As Turner himself famously remarked,
"If Tom had lived, I should have starved.
In Odd We Trust (Graphic Novel) Jun 28 2022 “Meet a young man named
Odd . . . who helps the dead get even." From the infinite imagination
of #1 New York Times bestselling author Dean Koontz comes the
suspenseful graphic-novel debut of a natural-born hero with a
supernatural twist. Odd Thomas is a regular nineteen-year-old with an
unusual gift: the ability to see the lingering spirits of the dead. To
Odd, it’s not such a big deal. And most folks in sleepy Pico Mundo,
California, are much more interested in the irresistible pancakes Odd
whips up at the local diner. Still, communing with the dead can be
useful. Because while some spirits only want a little company . . .
others want justice. When the sad specter of a very frightened boy
finds its way to him, Odd vows to root out the evil suddenly infecting
the sunny streets of Pico Mundo. But even with his exceptional
ability–plus the local police and his pistol-packing girlfriend,
Stormy, backing him–is Odd any match for a faceless stalker who’s
always a step ahead . . . and determined to kill again?
Tarzan: The New Adventures Dec 11 2020 Previously available only to
subscribers of the Edgar Rice Burroughs' website, Tarzan: The New
Adventures is at last available in print. This incarnation of the
Jungle Lord is presented in Sunday newspaper landscape format, with
all-new stories penned by comics legend Roy Thomas (Conan the
Barbarian, Avengers, X-Men) with stunning illustration by Thomas
Grindberg, whose work stands alongside classic Tarzan illustrators
such as Hal Foster, J. Allen St. John, and Frank Frazetta. No Tarzan
comics collection is complete without Tarzan: The New Adventures.
Vengeance of Vampirella #1 Apr 02 2020 Originally debuting in 1994,
Vengeance of Vampirella portrayed a more savage and feral look at the
Daughter of Drakulon. Now, for the 50th Anniversary of Vampirella,
original series writer Tom Sniegoski (joined by the incredible art of
Michael Sta. Maria) is back and issue #1 features a host of incredible
cover artists. Set 25 years after the initial series, Vampirella is
Dead!? Long Live Vampirella! Humanity holds on, but barely, the
playthings and slaves of a multitude of supernatural monstrosities
that have made the earth their own. Mistress Nyx continues to rule the
planet, her Chaos Lords reigning over the various regions of the
world, but she is getting bored – There’s no one to challenge her!
That is, until a small, but determined rebellion finds what could be
their savior or seal their doom! This new series – and anniversary

event – is not to be missed! THOMAS E. SNIEGOSKI is the author of more
than two dozen novels for adults, teens, and children. His teen
fantasy YA series Fallen was adapted into a trilogy of monstrously
successful TV movies by ABC Family Channel. His other books for teens
include Sleeper Code, Sleeper Agenda, Legacy, and Force Majeure, as
well as the series The Brimstone Network. The author's first adult
novel, A Kiss Before the Apocalypse, developed into a series of novels
about the character Remy Chandler.
House of Odd (Graphic Novel) Nov 02 2022 Could there really be such a
thing as hell on earth? Odd only knows. #1 New York Times bestselling
maestro of macabre suspense Dean Koontz plunges everyone’s favorite
spirit-spotting fry cook into his most frightening encounter yet, in
the thrill-packed third Odd Thomas graphic novel. Transforming a
ramshackle mansion into a dream house has become a nightmare for
onetime Hollywood producer Nedra Nolan, whose newly purchased fixerupper in Pico Mundo has sent a string of spooked contractors scurrying
off the job, claiming the place is haunted. Who’s she gonna call? Her
friend recommends Odd Thomas, the mild-mannered young man with a gift
for communing with ghosts who won’t rest in peace. With his soul mate
and sidekick, Stormy Llewellyn, in tow, Odd agrees to investigate the
eerie incidents. But his spirit-seeking style is cramped by the
obnoxious TV ghost hunters Nedra hires to flush out the troublesome
phantoms with elaborate gadgets . . . and a psychic cat. As night
falls and a raging storm traps them all in the mazelike manse, Odd
tries in vain to scare up some lost souls. But instead, something more
terrifying than any apparition—something with flesh, blood, and
teeth—makes its sinister presence known. And with nowhere to hide, Odd
and his fellow hunters suddenly become the prey.
Idle Days Nov 21 2021 Depressed and unmoored by his father's violent
death, and drafted into the Canadian military to serve in World War
II, Jerome has fled, taking refuge in a cabin his grandfather owns in
a remote part of the countryside. But Jerome's troubles are only
beginning. A strange dread fills the woods, and rumors of murders and
ghosts cast his refuge in a sinister light. As Jerome struggles to
come to terms with his father's death, he obsessively seeks to uncover
the mystery of what, exactly, happened in his grandfather's house. In
Idle Days, Simon Leclerc's expressionistic artwork brings to life a
layered and deeply literary story from writer Thomas DesaulniersBrousseau. This haunting graphic novel explores with tenderness and
insight the wounds opened with the loss of a loved one.
Macaroni ! Dec 31 2019 The touching story of a child getting to know
his grandfather, an Italian immigrant living in Belgium. 11-year-old
Romeo thinks of his grandfather as nothing but an "old pain-in-thebutt." So when he finds out that he's going to have to spend a few
days with him at his crumbling old house, without even a TV to keep
him entertained... well, it's his idea of hell. But there are some

surprises in store for Romeo during his visit. He changes his mind
about a few things, perhaps thanks to his grandfather's neighbor,
Lucy, who tells him about her own "nono," and shows him how a spoil
tip can be a thing of beauty. Or perhaps it's thanks to Romeo's dad,
who speaks for the first time about his childhood relationship with
his father. But it's mostly thanks to Ottavio who, beneath his old,
grouchy exterior, conceals the hard life he has led, full of suffering
and sacrifice. It is a life the 11-year-old Romeo finds hard to
comprehend, but which gives him a deeper understanding of someone from
another century. It started off as just a short holiday to a grey
Belgian town. But this holiday turns into an opportunity for three
generations of men to lift the silence that surrounds them. A touching
story about Italian immigration, coal mining, communication between
the generations and the difficultly of opening up when you've spent
your whole life in silence.
Screwed Oct 09 2020 Is this the work of a serial killer, or something
far worse? FBI Agent Erin Scott intends to find out -- with or without
the approval of her superiors -- in this visionary modern, mature reimagining of the Frankenstein legend from acclaimed artist/creator
Tyler Kirkham (New Guardians, Teen Titans, and Amazing Spider-Man).
Odd Thomas Jul 30 2022 The 400 million copy worldwide bestseller Dean
Koontz is at his very best in this critically-acclaimed page-turner –
soon to be a major motion picture. Find out why Odd Thomas is the
master storyteller’s most-loved creation.
Twokinds Vol. 1 Aug 26 2019 The popular long-running fantasy webcomic
collected into beautiful books! After waking up without any memory of
his past, the lone mage Trace finds himself in the company of Flora, a
girl from a bestial species known as the Keidran. Along with a
reluctant Basitin warrior named Keith, they journey in search of a
place to call their own. But with war between the races brewing, love
conflicts with loyalty. Includes a bonus five-page epilogue!
Thor Oct 21 2021 Collects Thor (1966) #272-278. The menace of Loki!
The attack of the massive Midgard Serpent! The death of Balder! The
sacrifice of Odin! Deadly battles with trolls and giants! The debut of
a new redheaded Thor! All-out war with the forces of Hela! Does the
fate of Asgard lie in the hands of a human reporter? As Ragnarok, the
end of all the gods, looms on the horizon, Thor and allies Sif, Odin
and the Warriors Three do all they can to stop it-but even their best
may not be enough!
Riverdale: The Ties That Bind Jun 04 2020 Archie's first original
graphic novel featuring the world of CW's Riverdale! Four
interconnected stories trap each of our main characters in a unique
high-stakes conflict over the course of a few pressure-cooker hours!
Jughead's locked in and left behind with Moose at Stonewall Prep,
Veronica is trapped with Cheryl at a nearby suburban shopping mall,
Betty and Polly are stalked by a possible madman when a girls' night

goes horribly awry and Archie is held hostage by a 'long lost
relative' of Fred's who's come to town seeking payback of any and
every kind. Will Archie and company even make it to sunrise? If they
do, will they ever be the same again?
Excellence Vol. 1: Kill The Past Nov 29 2019 Spencer Dales was born
into a world of magic. His father belongs to the Aegis, a secret
society of black magicians tasked with bettering the lives of others
with higher potential but never themselves. Now it's time for Spencer
to follow in his father's footsteps, but all he sees is a broken
system in need of someone with the wand and the will to change it. But
who will stand beside him in this fight for a better future? KHARY
RANDOLPH and BRANDON THOMAS ignite a generational war in this actionfantasy series, made entirely by creators of color, and committed to
one truth above all othersÑExcellence is Real. Collects EXCELLENCE
#1-6
The Joe Shuster Story Mar 02 2020 Everyone knows Superman, but not
everyone knows the story of two youngsters from Cleveland who created
Superman. Based on archival material and original sources, "Truth,
Justice, and the American Way: The Joe Shuster Story" tells the story
of the friendship between writer Jerry Siegel and illustrator Joe
Shuster, and puts it into the wider context of the American comicbook
industry.
Man-Thing Omnibus May 04 2020 Neither wholly plant nor animal,
neither entirely self-aware nor totally non-sentient, the creature
called the Man-Thing is unique, unchanging and alone -- but none who
encounter him can ever be the same again. Empathic by nature and drawn
to fight evil, his shambling visage inspires fear -- and whatever
knows fear burns at the Man-Thing's touch! Whether danger rises from
the swamp or the city, the past or the future, outer space or the
human soul, the Man-Thing awaits! COLLECTING: Astonishing Tales (1970)
12-13, Fear (1972) 11-19, Man-Thing (1974) 1-22, Giant-Size Man-Thing
(1974) 1-3, Incredible Hulk (1968) 197-198, Marvel Team-Up (1972) 68,
Marvel Two-in-One (1974) 43, Man-Thing (1979) 1-11, Doctor Strange
(1974) 41; material from Savage Tales (1971) 1; Fear (1972) 10; GiantSize Man-Thing (1974) 4-5; Monsters Unleashed (1973) 5, 8-9; Rampaging
Hulk (1977) 7
The Heart of Thomas Feb 10 2021 In a manga graphic novel being
released in English for the first time, boys' boarding school attendee
Thomas Werner falls to his death after sending a cryptic letter to a
schoolmate.
The Nightmare Factory Oct 28 2019 "A fractured mind is often the way
into a world not suspected by those of an innocent normality." Enter
the universe of renowned horror master Thomas Ligotti—a universe where
clowns take part in a sinister winter festival, a scheming girlfriend
makes reality itself come unraveled, a crumbling asylum's destruction
unleashes a greater horror, and a mysterious Teatro comes and goes,

leaving only shattered dreams in its wake. In the tradition of Edgar
Allan Poe and H. P. Lovecraft, Ligotti's sophisticated tales of terror
take us to places few would suspect exist, where madness is only a
thought away. The Nightmare Factory adapts four of Ligotti's most
chilling tales into fine graphic literature by famed writers and
artists Stuart Moore, Joe Harris, Colleen Doran (The Sandman), Ben
Templesmith (30 Days of Night), Ted McKeever (Batman), and Michael
Gaydos (Alias). Featuring all-new introductions to each story by
Thomas Ligotti.
Anthracite Jul 26 2019 Deadbeat Kevin Jones finds himself kidnapped
to an alternative reality where Wales is the single global superpower.
Abducted from his mundane existence by the mysterious Gwen, she tells
him there are forces seeking his destruction – he has to run or die.
It turns out Kevin’s story holds the key to why all worlds but ours
turn out the way they do – Pax Cambria. Featuring a host of mysterious
characters, cheese-on-toast based fast food, alt-right druids and the
deadly all-knowing Taffia, Anthracite begins the battle to address the
woeful lack of Welsh themed comedy cyberpunk. The fearsome JonesCorporation might run the world but they have a dirty little secret
they don't want to get out. Swansea has never looked more like nearfuture LA. It's already got the rain.
Borders Apr 14 2021 From two celebrated Indigenous creators comes a
powerful graphic novel about a family caught between nations. Borders
is a masterfully told story of a boy and his mother whose road trip
from Alberta to Salt Lake City is thwarted at the border when they
identify their citizenship as Blackfoot. Refusing to identify as
either American or Canadian first bars their entry into the US, and
then their return into Canada. In the limbo between countries, they
find power in their connection to their identity and to each other.
This much-anthologized story has been adapted into a gripping graphic
novel by award-winning artist Natasha Donovan. A beautifully told tale
with broad appeal, Borders resonates deeply with themes of identity,
justice, and belonging.
Dead End Sep 27 2019 This collection by Swiss graphic artist Thomas
Ott includes two gloomy, gothic stories without words. In The
Millionairs, a mysterious suitcase of money creates a cycle of death
spurred by greed and lust. In Washing Day, an assassin is on the trail
of a former magician, but quickly learns that there are perils in
following a white rabbit.
In Odd We Trust (Odd Thomas Graphic Novel) Aug 31 2022 The first
graphic novel from Dean Koontz, featuring the famously well-loved
character of Odd Thomas.
Gotham High Jun 16 2021 From the #1 New York Times bestselling author
of Alex and Eliza and The Witches of East End comes a reimagining of
Gotham for a new generation of readers. Before they became Batman,
Catwoman, and The Joker, Bruce, Selina, and Jack were high schoolers

who would do whatever it took-even destroy the ones they love-to
satisfy their own motives. After being kicked out of his boarding
school, 17-year-old Bruce Wayne returns to Gotham City to find that
nothing is as he left it. What once was his family home is now an
empty husk, lonely but haunted by the memory of his parents' murder.
Selina Kyle, once the innocent girl next door, now rules over Gotham
High School with a dangerous flair, aided by the class clown, Jack
Napier. When a kidnapping rattles the school, Bruce seeks answers as
the dark and troubled knight-but is he actually the pawn? Nothing is
ever as it seems, especially at Gotham High, where the parties and
romances are of the highest stakes...and where everyone is a suspect.
With enchanting art by Thomas Pitilli, this new graphic novel is just
as intoxicating as it is chilling, in which dearest friends turn into
greatest enemies-all within the hallways of Gotham High!
Dan and the Dead Nov 09 2020 Dan can see ghosts. See them, speak to
them, and sometimes help them - for a price. Dan and his ghostly
sidekick Simon (who took a bullet in the brain a few hundred years
ago) help the unquiet dead solve their problems and move on to
wherever they go. But when they take on the case of a teenage
shoplifter, things start to spin out of control. Soon Dan is up
against a very dangerous and very badly dressed gangster, and he’s
also got to cope with a rather unusual vicar, the ghost of a Victorian
stage magician who cut off his own head (don’t ask) and a spot of
grave robbing. It’s all in a night’s work...
Odd is on Our Side (Odd Thomas graphic novel) Oct 01 2022 The second
graphic novel adventure featuring Dean Koontz’s hugely popular
character Odd Thomas.
Graphic Justice Dec 23 2021 The intersections of law and contemporary
culture are vital for comprehending the meaning and significance of
law in today’s world. Far from being unsophisticated mass
entertainment, comics and graphic fiction both imbue our contemporary
culture, and are themselves imbued, with the concerns of law and
justice. Accordingly, and spanning a wide variety of approaches and
topics from an international array of contributors, Graphic Justice
draws comics and graphic fiction into the range of critical resources
available to the academic study of law. The first book to do this,
Graphic Justice broadens our understanding of law and justice as part
of our human world—a world that is inhabited not simply by legal
concepts and institutions alone, but also by narratives, stories,
fantasies, images, and other cultural articulations of human meaning.
Engaging with key legal issues (including copyright, education, legal
ethics, biomedical regulation, and legal personhood) and exploring
critical issues in criminal justice and perspectives on international
rights, law and justice—all through engagement with comics and graphic
fiction—the collection showcases the vast breadth of potential that
the medium holds. Graphic Justice will be of interest to academics and

postgraduate students in: cultural legal studies; law and the image;
law, narrative and literature; law and popular culture; cultural
criminology; as well as cultural and comics studies more generally.
Magritte Jul 06 2020 Intoxicated by the promise of a promotion,
Charles Singular for once allows himself a small extravagance: he buys
a bowler hat. But there's a problem: this is no ordinary hat. This one
once belonged to the surrealist painter Ren� Magritte, and by donning
it Charles has unwittingly stepped into the artist's off-kilter world.
What's more, he can't escape--at least, not until he has illuminated
the secrets behind Magritte's work. What follows is a hallucinatory
journey through Magritte's imaginative landscape, a place where facial
features mutate, the crescent moon appears in unexpected places, and
answers prove frustratingly elusive. In Magritte: This is not a
Biography, Vincent Zabus and Thomas Campi have created a panoramic and
revealing portrait of the great surrealist, employing a playfulness
and wit reminiscent of Magritte himself.
Thomas Alsop May 28 2022 "What would you do if you had the magical
ability and responsibility to protect the island of Manhattan from
supernatural forces of evil? Well, if you're Thomas Alsop, you get a
reality television show and make some money off of it, that's what."
-- P.4, volume 1.
Dracula: Vlad the Impaler Aug 07 2020 Dracula is one of the most wellknown characters in the world. Now, read the story of the man who
inspired the legend in this graphic novel available again for the
first time in almost 30 years. A prince of Wallachia and son of Vlad
Dracul (The Dragon), Vlad Dracul the Younger (Vlad Dracula) is taken
hostage as a young man by Sultan Mehmed I to ensure his father's
loyalty. When his father is killed at the hands of traitorous nobles
in his own land, he assumes the crown and wages a cruel war to regain
his lands and avenge his father. Throughout his life, he continued the
fight to retain his kingdom, committing acts that would later lead to
the formation of the famous character created by Bram Stoker.
Originally published in the 1990s, it is now presented for the first
time in black and white to showcase the beautiful art of Esteban
Maroto.
Contraband Sep 07 2020 When a hacker shifts a social media apps'
control to any creator of its top-ranked video, rampant violence and
privacy invasion ensues - as people everywhere chase the money, fame
and power of being number one. Contraband follows a self-styled
citizen journalist forced to hunt down an activist sabotaging a
ruthless entrepreneur's dark web social media app. His search leads
him into a voyeur underground where profit-hungry youths prowl city
streets secretly inciting, staging and filming violent events to
satisfy society's demand for sensational content...
The Summer of Your Life Feb 22 2022 You really need to experience
this story. It’s a sweet, friendly, nice, entertaining and special

one. A romantic novel based on real event that will captivate you
forever. SHE is about to say "Yes I do" to the perfect man of her
dreams. HE needs more time to think it over before making a decision
that will affect his whole life. SHE and HE do not know each other and
they are not mean for each other and that will not ever happen.
However, the special and magical Ikaria Island, Greece will witness
the best summer of their lives, when the world of the two protagonists
seemed to be about to crumble. Her readers have said: « Lucy Morton is
a breath of fresh air in the romance genre. A roller coaster of
emotions that takes your heart». « It's been a long time since I got
captivated and I used to get so excited with a reading of the romance
genre without being cloying or typical. The summer of your life is a
novel that everyone should read». « Its characters will break your
heart. You manage yourself in involving into the bowels of history and
when you finish, it is impossible to get it out of your head».
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